Report of studying’ semester a broad

Studying a broad is essential part of our study. The available partner universities are four including Myklos Romeris University in Vilnus.

To be onset the priority influenced my decision choosing Vilnius was first of all because of the language of the Erasmus courses there namely the English language. Also its nearness to Germany and frequently available cheap flights inbetween. I have four children, two of them are school children and they had to stay in Germany during my stay in Vilnius. So I could visit them from time to time during the semester. It worked as I planed. About the country, it’s a small devolving country with strong starting move to openness; economically and socially. The English language is rarely spoken there. The people are nice and trying being open. In contrast of the daily life at the University and as a student with a head scarf, it was little bit difficult for me to begin easily communicating the people there on the street. It is not common there to see a woman with a head scarf. But as I could start talking, they were helpful and nice.

I liked the university allot, it is very new and modern building supplied with many facilities. The registration for exam also retaking exams and results is running digitally. The library is very modern and supplied with computer pools, which were during long opening hours available to us. The staffs there are almost tried to help us as they could, but as they cannot speak English; so it was so difficult for us to communicate with them. There were wide range of available classes; the main lecture is mostly supplied with discussion hours. There were many forms of exams available, almost the final grad divided in the results of a mid exam and final one, so the opportunity to pass is quite good,

Generally my semester in Vilnius was an important experience for me, allowed me to know other culture and education system.